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ABSTRACT The paper presents a fuzzy logic modified multi-stage hierarchical Fuzzy Logic PID Control Scheme for hybrid AC Grid-Drive-Battery Charging System. The multistage control scheme includes two fuzzy control stages for the separate PD and PID parts to ensure fast dynamical response, robust and effective speed control and efficient energy utilization with minimal ripple currents and transient over voltages during battery charging. The scheme ensures effective robust reference speed tracking of the dc PMDC motor drive with minimal transient currents and excursion voltage conditions. The use of dc side green plug and switched capacitor filters ensures effective stabilized damping and optimized performance on both dc and ac sides of the utilization hybrid AC-DC scheme. Dynamic speed regulation is enhanced by the introduced DC and AC filters regulated by multistage fuzzy logic multi loop controllers. AC side Switched Filter-Voltage stabilization is fully effective to ensure decoupled AC-DC operation and improved energy utilization and power factor enhancement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Different techniques and methods are utilized in DC motor drives with added battery charging schemes. The following section discusses the key control structures:

List of symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PID</td>
<td>Proportional-Integral-Derivative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>Photovoltaic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMDC</td>
<td>Permanent Magnet Dc motors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQR</td>
<td>Linear Quadratic Regulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>Particle Swarm Optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>Simulating Annealing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLC</td>
<td>Fuzzy Logic Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFLC</td>
<td>Hierarchical Fuzzy Logic Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPFC</td>
<td>Capacitor-Green Power Filter Compensator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMSM</td>
<td>Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMDC</td>
<td>Permanent Magnet DC Motor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.1. PID controller tuning

There are many types of drive system controllers, such as the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) associated with the clipped optimal algorithm, a dynamic inverse model using nonlinear autoregressive exogenous (NARX)-type artificial neural networks, and algorithms based on fuzzy logic [1]. Nevertheless, the conventional proportional-integral-derivative (PID) type controller is the most common form of feedback and the best controller used in practice [2,3]. The gain parameters can be tuned using any of heuristic methods such as genetic algorithms (GA) [4], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [5, 6], Tabu search (TS) [7], simulating annealing (SA) [8] and Ant colony optimization algorithms [9]. However, the conventional PID controllers generally do not work well for nonlinear systems [10]. Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) is another alternative that can be used to handle these problems. In literature, several studies adopted FLC and PID while some used FLC for adaptation of a conventional PID controller [11] where a FLC uses error signal and dynamic derivative change of error to optimize the controller gains. Another study concerned
with the relation of input/output of PID based on FLC structure [12]. The suggested article uses a multistage FLC controller (HFLC) to control PID comments to focus on relative feedback derived separately from integrated feedback. The controller HFLC contains parallel and series stages of the output and inputs [11].

1.2. Driving systems

Electric Vehicles (EV) are propelled by different types of DC and AC motor drives and are powered by rechargeable battery systems. It used Photovoltaic (PV) for charging AC and DC Motor Drives which have numerous advantages of efficient, high torque/high speed controllable mode with fast acceleration with no pollution or adverse environmental effects in comparison to petrol/diesel/NG powered electric vehicles [13]. The electric converter interface power electronics and switching strategies with flexible/adaptive/dynamically controlled gains can ensure that efficiency, reliability, robust speed/torque control and fast acceleration but all are hampered by the current battery technology and charge limitations. Battery charging requirements and impact on the host electric grid still pose a limiting factor in case of massive electric vehicle penetration levels [14]. Some studies aimed to improve the battery charging efficiency by many types of controlling using MATLAB/Simulink various models [15]. There are many researches deal with EV with many types of controller such as, a four-wheel EV where the source of power is acquired from battery and also from solar energy was controlled by PIC Micro-controller [16]. In another study, researchers have demonstrated the possibility of an improved four wheels’ vehicle stability which utilizes four independent driving wheels for motion by using the adaptive fuzzy logic controller rather than classical PI controller [17].

PID tri-loop controller used for a hybrid PVFC diesel-battery powered all-wheel drive electric vehicle using four (PMDC) motors is introduced in [18, 19, 28]. In paper [20], Authors introduced similar basic theories as in [18, 19] on four-wheel electric vehicle but based on a permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM). The main contributions of the article can be highlighted as follows:

- The paper presents a fuzzy logic modified multi-stage hierarchical fuzzy logic PID control scheme for hybrid AC grid-drive-battery charging system.
- The multistage control scheme includes two Fuzzy control stages for the separate PD and PID parts to ensure a fast-dynamical response.
- This novel approach reduces the fuzzy rule numbers but still maintains the linguistic meaning of fuzzy variables.
- The scheme ensures effective robust reference speed tracking of the DC PMDC motor drive with minimal transient currents and excursion voltage conditions.
- It presents a dynamic and efficient decoupled AC-DC hybrid smart-grid-drive-battery charging scheme using type D-four-quadrant DC chopper control.
- The flexible multi charging strategy used a multi loop dynamic controller to adjust the (V-I-P) Charging selected weighted modes in to ensure fast charging with minimal transient voltages and inrush current conditions and for PMDC motor speed control related to other studies.

The rest of the paper introduces the, all-wheel drive system description. Then, the proposed Hierarchical Fuzzy Logic Controller (HFLC) is explained. The system simulation of the proposed control technology under different operating conditions precedes the discussion of findings and conclusions.

2. PMDC-DRIVE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The study comprises a hybrid AC-DC scheme for battery charging and PMDC motor drive system using a four Quadrant DC-DC Converter Stage (Type-D Chopper). The use of the three phase SFC on AC side as a hybrid tuned arm filter and reactive compensator is facilitated by complementary PWM switching of the solid-state switches. The GPFC, green plug located in the DC side is a switched energy storage and dynamic filtering stage to reduce transients and inrush conditions on the DC side. The DC boost chopper switched at higher frequency endure fast battery charging with minimized inrush conditions that creates low energy utilization and power factor reduction at the AC interface. The common DC bus scheme is stabilized using a novel low-cost switched capacitor-green power filter compensator (GPFC) [19, 26] and [29]. The sinusoidal pulse modulation technique is utilized for duty cycle ratio modulation of the two basic multi-loop error driven regulation schemes, namely:

- Speed reference tracking controller
- Switched filter-GPFC DC bus voltage stabilization and inrush current damping controller.
- Both AC-DC side regulators utilizes the multi-tier hierarchical fuzzy logic control scheme to ensure optimal on-off switching of pulse width modulation stages to ensure effective speed reference tracking with minimal overshoot/undershoot and transient inrush currents under PV-DC source excursions and insonation level/temperature variations.

Figure 1 depicts the Hybrid AC-DC Scheme smart grid interface. It comprises the AC grid interface to DC side using a diode rectifier bridge stabilized by a switched filter - capacitor compensators:

The AC side power factor and power quality is enhanced using SPWM-complementary switching of a tuned arm LC-filter and capacitive compensator.

The DC green plug filter is used to reduce current ripples in rush current conditions created by fast inrush motor operation and battery charging. A boost- type DC- DC converter (chopper) is controlled to ensure fast efficient energy utilization with reduced current/voltage transient excursions during motor start/stop and battery charging/discharging modes.

The multi-loop error driven time descaled controllers are self-adjusted by selection of loop weightings and loop descaled time for decoupled regulator operation to ensure time descaling and effective weighting for fast dynamic control. The use of GPFC in DC common bus as a pre-stage to boost chopper endures combined fast switching with reduced inrush currents and stabilized DC common bus. The Figure 1 also shows the micro grid supply with the hybrid PV and AC source with the backup battery. The following list are definitions,
• AC source control regulator uses six Pulse controlled diode rectifiers.

• AC/DC converter is utilized to regulate the voltage at AC bus and limit inrush current conditions.

• The green plug filter compensator has a PWM switching that ensures power quality, efficient operation and ripple free switching transients and inrush current conditions. The dual action Buck-Boost converter controller regulates the PWM switching to ensure voltage regulation.

• The PMDC motor drive system is controlled to ensure dynamic fast tracking of reference speed as well as reduced ripple content with efficient energy utilization of the PV array Lithium-ion battery (Li-ion) battery hybrid source.

3. THE HIERARCHICAL FUZZY LOGIC CONTROL (HFLC) STRUCTURE

The structure of the two cascaded-stage PID controller is similar as the PID controller as illustrated in Figure 2. The design of the multi-stage fuzzy PID controller begins with the design of PDFLC. Integrated feedback is integrated with the fuzzy switch to form PIDFLC, after improving the PDFLC. The designing of the fuzzy controller is started by selecting input and output variables to represent (PDFLC). The next step is to use PIDFLC to output the PDFLC stage and integrate the error (e) as input-variables.

![Fig. 1. Hybrid AC-DC Grid PV PMDC Drive Battery Charging Scheme.]

![Fig. 2. Multi-stage fuzzy PID controller]

![Fig. 3. Normalized membership functions for I/O variables of PDFLC.]
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Fig. 4. Normalized membership functions for I/O variables of PIDFLC.

Each variable is accompanied by key inputs, and for PDFLC using Five-Gaussian membership functions as shown in Figure 3. The PD value represents PDFLC output by five membership functions as described in Figure 3 and 4. The base rule are 25 rules are listed in Table 1, are also defined for PDFLC. Decision-rules have a general shape: If $e$ is NS and $\dot{e}$ is Z then PD value is NS. Where the membership functions (mf) is defined as follows: $mf \in \{NL, NS, Z, PS, PL\}$.

Table 1. PDFLC rule base.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error rate; $\dot{e}$</th>
<th>NL</th>
<th>NS</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>PS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. PIDFLC rule base.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Integral Error; $\int e$</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PD Value</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>PS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The PID-FLC regulation scheme using a decision-table based on two input variables PD value which is the cascaded output of PDFLC plus the error integrator $\int e$. The PD input variable uses five fuzzy sets. The second input is also evaluated through three fuzzy sets. The PID-FLC can be illustrated as given in Table 2. Figure 5 and 6 depict the surface rule viewers for the two stage-controllers; PDFLC and PIDFLC respectively. The full decision rules are reduced to 40 instead of 125 for the classical FLC method used for three input variables.

Fig. 5. Surface view of rules for the PDFLC controller.

Fig. 6. Surface view of rules for the PIDFLC.

Fig. 7(a) Dual-loop error driven error scaled -weighted-modified HFLC controller for PMDC motor drive, (b) Novel weighted-modified HFLC dynamic controller with error squared and rate compensation loops.
3.1. Dynamic Error Driven Control

The dynamic error driven controller is developed and used in [22], [23] and [24]. The novel dynamic error HFLC is implanted for speed control of PMDC motors that comprises two basic loops as shown in Figure 7. Figure 8 shows the error and change of error curves as input variables whereas PD value represents output for PDFLC4 controller; respectively. The PD value speed error \( e_4 \), integral speed error represents the variable inputs for 2nd stage controller; PIDFLC4 as shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 depicts a modified two stage dual-loop error driven HFLC controller using a switched filter compensation green plug scheme GPFC for ripple reduction, inrush current minimization, AC side power quality and decoupled AC-DC operation as well as efficient utilization of energy supplied by PV array with Lithium-ion battery (Li-ion) battery back-up source.

![Figure 8](image)

Fig.8. (a) and (b) represent input variables whereas (c) represents output for PDFLC4 controller; respectively.

![Figure 9](image)

Fig.9. (a) and (b) represent input variables whereas (c) represents output for PIDFLC4 controller; respectively.

![Figure 10](image)

Fig.10. Dual-loop error driven weighted-modified dual-loop error driven HFLC1 controller for the AC side SFC Filter-Compensator (A).

![Figure 11](image)

Fig.11. (a) and (b) represent input variables whereas (c) represents output for PDFLC1 controller; respectively.

Figure 11 shows the error and change of error curves as input variables whereas PD value of voltage error represents output for PDFLC1 controller, respectively. The PD value of voltage error \( e_1 \), integral voltage error represents the variable inputs for 2nd stage controller; PIDFLC1 as shown in Fig. 12.

![Figure 12](image)

Fig.12. (a) and (b) represent input variables whereas (c) represents output for PIDFLC1 controller; respectively.
The PIDFLC1 controller is shown in Figure 12. The Filter-Green Plug GPFC controller used a decoupled weighted time de-scaled loop. The new GPFC design is connected across the DC bus terminal to stabilize the common DC bus voltage in order to allow efficient ripple free operation using two decoupled control loops as shown Figure 13.

Fig.13. Dual-loop error driven weighted-modified dual-loop error driven HFLC2 controller for common DC Bus GPFC (B).

The Bus voltage is used as input to loop 1 (as an error difference from reference value), the error ($e_2$) is used for voltage stabilization. The input to loop 2 is the bus current [25, 27]. Figure 14 shows the error and change of error curves as input variables whereas PD value of voltage error represents output for PDFLC2 controller; respectively. The PD value of voltage error ($e_2$), integral voltage error represents the variable inputs for 2nd stage controller; PIDFLC2 as shown in Figure 15.

Fig.14. (a) and (b) represent input variables whereas (c) represents output for PDFLC2 controller; respectively.

Fig.15. (a) and (b) represent input variables whereas (c) represents output for PIDFLC2 controller; respectively.

Fig.16. Dual-loop error driven weighted-modified dual-loop error driven HFLC3 controller for DC Buck-Boost type DC-DC Converter.

Fig.17. (a) and (b) represent input variables whereas (c) represents output for PDFLC3 controller; respectively.
Figure 16 shows the novel modified HFLC controller is implemented to control buck-boost converter. Figure 17 shows the error and change of error curves as input variables whereas PD value of voltage error represents output for PDFLC3 controller; respectively. The PD value of voltage error ($e_v$), integral voltage error represents the variable inputs for 2nd stage controller, PIDFLC3 as shown in Figure 18.

4. DIGITAL SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The novel dual-loop dynamic weighted modified HFLC dynamic controllers are validated for voltage stabilization and dynamic reactive compensation using MATLAB/Simulink/Simpower toolbox software environment. The effectiveness of the HFLC controllers were validated for different speed trajectories (step references, ramp and sinusoidal references) with dissimilar loading conditions and parameters.

Fig.18. (a) and (b) represent input variables whereas (c) represents output for PIDFLC3 controller; respectively.

Figure 19(a), 20(a) and 21(a) show the system dynamic response for different reference speed trajectories. In the same time, Figures 19(b), 20(b) and 21(b) show the error for different reference speed trajectories. In addition, the Figures 22, and 23 show the system dynamic response for the AC source. Figs. 19(c), 20(c), and 21(c) show the electrical torque for the PMDC motor. Figs. 19(d), 20(d) and 21(d) show the PMDC motor current $I_m$.

Fig.19. (a) Dynamic speed reference response of PMDC motor, (b) speed error vs. time, (c) Electrical torque vs. time, (d) Motor current vs. time.

Fig.20. (a) Dynamic speed reference response of PMDC motor, (b) Speed error vs. time, (c) Electrical torque vs. time, (d) Motor current vs. time.

Fig.21. (a) Dynamic speed reference response of the PMDC motor, (b) Speed error vs. time, (c) Electrical torque vs. time, (d) Motor current vs. time.
Fig. 22. (a) DC side Voltage $V_D$ at $V_D$ Bus. (b) The Voltage $V_B$ at $V_B$ Bus. (c) The Voltage at the AC Source $V_S$ Bus.

The hybrid smart grid photovoltaic V2G scheme is validated for load changes ($\pm 50\%$ step changes). Figures 24 shows speed, electrical torque and current of the PMDC motor under changing of $T_m$. The dynamic filter green plug filter compensator with tuned controller and weighting parameters did highly improve the AC and DC bus dynamic power quality.

Fig. 23. (a) The voltage $V_{PV}$ at $V_{PV}$ bus. (b) The voltage $V_R$ at $V_R$ bus. (c) The voltage $V_B$ at $V_B$ bus.

The unified AC-DC micro-grid V2G-DC motor drive system is controlled using the novel decoupled descaled error driven regulators for GPFC. Dynamic simulation results validated the modified design of the HFLC controller to be more effective compared to modified PID controller in damping voltage transients and reduce current inrush conditions. The controller effectiveness in tracking different speed reference trajectories were tested for step reference changes and different, and other trajectory (step references, ramp and sinusoidal references) as shown in Figures. 19(a), 20(a), and 21(a).

\[ |\text{Re}| \text{ is the magnitude of the hyper-plane error excursion vector for MHFLC1, MHFLC2, MHFLC3 and MHFLC4 are described by the following equations:} \]

\[ Re_1 = \sqrt{e^2 + \left(\frac{de}{dt}\right)^2}. \]  
\[ Re_2 = \sqrt{e^2 + \left(\frac{de}{dt}\right)^2}. \]  
\[ Re_3 = \sqrt{e^2 + \left(\frac{de}{dt}\right)^2}. \]  
\[ Re_4 = \sqrt{e^2 + \left(\frac{de}{dt}\right)^2}. \]

Figures 25 and 26 illustrate responses of HFLCs error, controller error rate and magnitude of the hyper-plane error excursion vector for MHFLC1 and MHFLC2, MHFLC3 and MHFLC4 respectively. Figure 27 illustrates the Phase portrait for responses of error and error rate for MHFLC1, MHFLC2, MHFLC3 and MHFLC4 controllers.
Fig. 25. 3D responses for voltage error and error rate vector for MHFLC1 and MHFLC2, respectively.

Fig. 26. 3D responses for voltage error and error rate vector for a) MHFLC3; b) for MHFLC4

Fig. 27. Phase portrait for Responses of error and error rate a) for MHFLC1, b) for MHFLC2, c) for MHFLC3, d) for MHFLC4 controllers.

In addition, the Figure 28 and Figure 29 show short circuit and open circuit at the input to the AC side. AC open circuit fault for 20 ms and the short circuit fault for 120 ms for both VR and IR as illustrated in Figure 28 and Figure 29.

Fig. 28. (a) The voltage VR at AC bus under the short circuit fault. (b) The current IR at AC bus under the SC short circuit fault.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The paper presents a two-stage multi-level fuzzy control structure with two novel Green plug-switched filter compensators on the AC and DC sides of a decoupled energy efficient hybrid AC-DC energy efficient decoupled hybrid drive-battery charging scheme fed from AC Grid with a PV array added for battery charging. This novel approach reduces the fuzzy rule numbers but still maintains the linguistic meaning of fuzzy variables. The modified two stage fuzzy logic controller is validated for effective reference speed tracking under different speed trajectories under both normal and excursion conditions with photovoltaic source variations and load excursions. The decoupled multi-loop error driven, de-scaled HFLC controller was very effective in damping all excursions and parameter variations. Future work will consider using fuzzy decision trees to analyze the sensitivity of the fuzzy rules to different antecedents and develop an automatic method of searching for the intermediate variables, rather than relying on expert knowledge. Online adaptation of hierarchical fuzzy rules is also to be investigated. The new use of green plug on DC side and SFC filter on the AC side ensures less ripple and fast dynamic operation and motor control with less ripple as well as battery fast charging. The two new designs are now being extended to renewable energy PV-Wind-Tidal-Micro Hydro-Fuel Cell-distributed multi-source micro grid energy systems and future EE-Energy Storage use in Smart-Grid distribution and smart Building-utilization as well as large electric drives. The proposed multi-stage-multi regulation multi loop error driven weighted time de-scaled and decoupled control structures is being validated in electric vehicles and AC and DC large drive systems.

Appendix 1: Values of used variables and factors

PMDC Motor:
- $\gamma_{Vd}=1$
- $R_m = 0.08\Omega$
- $\gamma_{Id}=0.5$
- $L_m=0.0012H$
- $\gamma_{VB}=1$
- $J = 0.12Kg \cdot m^2$
- $\gamma_{BR}=0.5$
- $B = 0.02N \cdot m \cdot s$
- GPFC Parameters:
  - $K_e = K_t = 0.5835N.m/A$
  - $R_f = 0.15\Omega$
- Battery parameters:
  - $L_f = 10e^{-3}H$
  - Nominal Voltage=300 V DC
    - $C_s = 250\mu F$
  - Rated Capacity=1250 Ah
    - $C_d = 5500\mu F$
  - Max Capacity=1250 Ah
- Fully Charged V=349.2V DC
- Nor. Discharging. Current=545.5A
- Nor. V.
- Initial SOC=50%
- Capacity@Nor.V. =1130.4
- Rated Capacity=1250 Ah
- Fully Charged V=349.2V DC
- Max Capacity=1250 Ah
- Modified PIDFLC Controller:
  - Auxiliary DC Load 50Kw
    - $\gamma_r=0.5$
  - Auxiliary PMD Motor 60Kw
    - $\gamma_r=1$
  - Dual-loop Controller
    - $K_p = 25$
    - $\gamma_{VR}=1$
    - $K_t = 10$
    - $\gamma_{BR}=0.5$
    - $K_d = 2$
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